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In 2014 I went on a 3 week climbing trip with a friend. I don't remember exactly why, but I thought it would be a good idea to listen to Lord of the Rings audiobooks while camping and relaxing. So I started looking for a good version and found a version of Phil Dragash. He describes it this way: J.R.R. Tolkien's Lord of the Rings unofficial unabridged
audiobook. Not only read me, but with the music of Howard Shore (for the film trilogy), and the thrilling sound effects that provide a written word with a more realistic experience. At that time each chapter was posted as one video on YouTube, and each video was mediafire.com link in its description from which you can download mp3. I went ahead and
downloaded every mp3 to have a localized copy of the full trilogy. (we were camping in Kentucky with not very good Wi-Fi) I'm really glad I did it since we really enjoyed the books - and finished it juuuuuuust on time on the way home - but also I can't find links on YouTube anymore... Google will help you with the original Mediafire links however. Books have
been available from here for a while now and looking at server logs, it seems that many people have found the links useful. It's a little too useful. This page is now #1 link to Google while searching for dragash lotr and the network traffic it generates has become unfounded. For this reason, unfortunately, the following links will disappear soon™. Hopefully
someone with more bandwidth can host this content so it doesn't disappear from the internet. (That would be amazing considering how easy it is to find it now... There are versions on YouTube and soundcloud. Sharpen your Google-fu) Apparently the files are on archive.org now: Brotherhood Ring Two Towers Return King Hope this should allow everyone
interested to get a copy. 113.4M A Long-Expected Party (2014) download 159.9M Shadow of the Past (2014) download 104.0M Three Is Company (2014) download 74.7M A Shortcut to Mushrooms download 66 .6.46M Conspiracy Unmasked download 71.3M Old Forest download 60.6M In Tom Bombadil's house download 74.0M Mist on Barrow-Downs
download 59.4M By Sign Prancing Pony download 120.0M 6M Knife in Dark Boot 110.2M Flight on Ford download 125.3M Many encounters download 176.4M Council Elrond download 144.0M Ring goes south download 117.7M Journey in the dark download 79.0M 6M Bridge from Hazad Dam download 128.5M Lothl'ren download 91.1M Mirror Galadriel
download 83.8M Farewell to Lerien download 96.1M Great River download 90.4M Breaking Scholarship download is you? Let us know. If not, help and invite Phil to Goodreads. Gefohlent mirGefult dir �nstler/in FilmregisseurAlle ansehenSeitentransparenzFacebook liefert Informationen, mit denen du die Intention von Seiten besser verststeh. Hier erfuhurst
du mer zu den Personin, die die Seiten verwalten und Darin Posen. Alle ansehen (total: 664 Medium: 4.3/5) The Lord of the Rings is a collection of novels from three fantasy adventure books written by John Ronald Rewell Tolkien (1892-1973), a British author. Published on July 29, 1954 and translated into approximately 38 languages, the work has sold
more than 150 million copies. Under the same name, the great film series project (2001 - 2003) directed by Peter Jackson was as successful as expected, with overwhelming praise from experts, and won 17 Oscar nominations. Audio Playlist Book 1: Brotherhood of the Rings Book 2: Two Towers Book 3: The Return of the King of Fantasy Is a classic novel
divided into three volumes: The Brotherhood of the Ring, Two Towers and The Return of the King. The plot of the trilogy is all about One Ring - the most powerful ring that anyone wearing it can have the power to rule people, elves and dwarves. Who will be the Lord of the Ring? And who will be faithful servants of the Lord? Who knows... The only thing we
know is that the competition between Good and Evil begins for the Ring. Don't miss one of the best-selling novels in the world! With sound books, it has never been easier than ever for you to enjoy the entire Lord of the Rings collection. Listen and adventure is yours now! Related books offered by Tokybook: Hi everyone, I recently had the opportunity to
review the audiobook version of LotR: mostly those produced by readers Rob Inglis and Phil Dragas. I've heard some parts from others; JRRT itself read the parts that were recorded and stored, but their technical quality is low in my personal opinion. Other audiobooks of issuance may exist too, but I'm not familiar with them. Here follow some notes on both
renditions; both versions are not shortened. Rob Inglis was released in 1990 (a year later he also made the audiobook The Hobbit). I appreciated the clarity of the articulation and it is very well spoken. He very convincingly imitates different voices and actually sings all the songs. Some may find his performance a little sober: his voice is not supported by any
other sound or music, and so there are no dazzling stereo effects if you have an expensive stereo circuit. Obviously you can't hear it all at once. The full duration is 49 hours and 50 minutes, not counting the apps and prologue that are also included. As a note, there may be a technical flaw in Book 4 Chapter 7 where a few items were left (although I can't
confirm if it's systematic, or if it was just a lack of copy I reviewed). This could happen when the tracks were converted to a different digital format. Phil Dragash's version is very different. Produced in 2013 - so well after the movies have been made - a lot of musical support comes directly from the films. The different voices are very distinctive to the point that I
wonder if there really was only one reader. Many background sounds are mixed into sound, stereo effects are also often used. It was an effort to make the lyrics recited as real songs, although Rob Inglis seems to have brought this aspect further. The full duration of this recording is 44 hours and 22 minutes. If you need to choose one, here's the sentence:
Phil Dragash's version is the most exciting, given the supporting background sounds, which are often of very noticeable quality and befitting of text. Rob Inglis' version is better in terms of clarity of pronunciation. Not that there's anything wrong with reading Phil Dragash, of course, but said background sounds are often as loud as, if not louder than, his
reading. Especially non-English speakers may find that this hinders their understanding at times. If you want some samples to compare them: here you can listen to a sample from Rob Inglis, and here's the same one from Phil Dragash. Thanks for the reviews and links, Murro. Don't forget the BBC Radio version, from 1981: It's dramatization, not reading text,
and so omits a number of scenes, but still - in my opinion - the best and most faithful adaptation. Edit: I see someone has been downloading episodes, something I haven't seen in years. Here's part one: Better listen soon - I don't know how long they'll be there. For some reason, I've always watched askance on audiobooks ever since they came (or at least
since I noticed that such things were available to buy). I've adapted to needing reading glasses over the past 29 years (that joke about guns has become too short to keep newspapers or books at an appropriate distance to be able to read them, a common foresight caused by aging). My starting on the path equipped with hearing aids certainly doesn't help
me become more comfortable with audiobooks, I guess. Hi, I'm in the hospital so it's very hard to find a working download link. Can someone email me an audiobook. Extremely interested in listening to them, as I have never had, and the experience is considered great. After the operation, wifi is blocked, and many other things don't make it any easier to get
an audiobook. Thank you so much lord of the rings - audiobook soundscape by phil dragash
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